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ABSTRACT:

Graphic reasoning using drawings as a representation are
major _ activities

applied

to

most

design

problems.

Unfortunately. current computer·aided drafting systems work
well only as drawing production

machines.

Very little

require
used .

inclll~ion

of many operations which are 110t frequently

Also, end ' lIsers are provided with an ex tensible

environment to apply their knowledge of how their tasks may
be done, by defining new operations.

The problem is that

emphasis has been placed on how to make systems that

most current systems do not rc::;pond to the user's expectation

support graphic reasoning or that can be tailored to meet

and as a consequence the user has to :::.ccept tile drawing

vari ous ways of drawing production for different applications,

commands passively and live wi thin a fai rly fixed setting.

or even, for individuals within the same prof (~ssion .

To be

more spec ific, a drawing may be entered or defined with very
di fferent

decision

sequences,

tllUS,

different

ways

Also,

environment

for

manage different abstract

environment

includes

produci ng the same drawing should be available.
different applications tend to
objects, e.g . graph , list and tree in

of

This paper presents a set of drawing tools and a mechanism
to construct hiah level tools in an homogeneous operuting

cornput(~r

science; window ,

semantics,

and

engineering

drafting .

dmwi ng

users can

tools

acid

ThiS
with

c omputing

th eir

minimal

more semantic;, to

lIle

wall ::tnd r:o lumn in building design . A uood drafti ng system

oneratio ns later on . The demi'ind for an open ·ended set of

should be responsive to the need of incorporating d ifferent

drawing oper::ltions can b e) built up in this setting , and various

styles in producing drawings and the desired 10gic;:1I relations

rt)quirements of

of the abstract objects.

tailored with the dezired semantics. Oeyond pure lirafting, it

operGtion ~>

for different app lications can be

can be further extended to perform analysis on the drawings
In an earlier papr.') r 1 the author presented a well· formed set
of

primitive

oper,l tions

for

<1n

open·ended

which model the design .

geometric

construction s which operate on line entities of di fferent types
(straight, urc and conic) . ThoS8 operatiolls can be extended

Ac!<nowledgement

to almost any geometric man ipula tion on th e drawinus
produ c ,~ d

A wbstantial portion of this work was ac c ol11plislo ed 1t the

by current 2·0 dr<1ftin g sy stems . £lecause of the

constructivH nature of this app roadl , the syf;tem does not
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